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Nelson has set up experimental.conditions under which shape

constancy fails and there is no normal regression toward a real

object.1 This was achieved by presenting ellipses painted with

fluorescent material and lighted by an ultra-violet spot in an

otherwise dark, undifferentiated field. The shapes of observerst

drawings of such ellipses follow closely the shape of the stimu-

lus object, 1.6. the shape of the pattern which is formed on the

retina according to the laws of geometrical.projection. The-

oretically geometric equivalence provides for seeing such el-

lipses either as tilted circles or as upright ellipses.

The present study was an attempt to discover some of the fac-

tors accounting for phenomenal regression toward a real object.

It was hypothesized that by slightly structuring the visual field

surrounding the ellipses but otherwise employing Nelson's experi-

mental conditions, some regression would be feund. This slight

structuring consisted simply in the addition of another ellipse,

placed directly below the original. Three types of perception in-

volving regression as a consequence were hypothesized: l, the

experience of the objects as tilted; 2, the perceptual formation

of cylinder-like objects; and 3, the perception of the ellipses

as extended in a plane away from the observer.

Thirtyhtwo observers - 16 men and 16'women — drew their per-

ceptions of the top ellipse of five target combinations which

 

1. Nelson, T.M., The perception of a form in a dark field

as indicated by the observers' drawings. Unpublished

master's thesis, Michigan State College, 1953.
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consisted of ellipses of equa1.major axes and varying minor axes.

Half of the subjects had previously indicated their perceptions

of the targets by the use of a tiltboard. At the completion of

the experimental session observers were asked for introspective

reports of their perceptions.

In general observers either saw all the targets as tilted

circles or as upright ellipses. Analysis of their drawings and

their reports showed that the visual field had been structured

to some extent, more regression having been derived than in

Nelson's experiment. .A large amount of "negative regression" was

uncovered (also found by Nelson) which probably concealed the

full amount of normal regression.

There were significant sex.differences, men indicating the

experience of tilt'more frequently, and tending to show higher

regression scores. The experimental order tilt-drawing also

favored higher regression scores. Regression'was seen to be high

in some individual subjects. In general most regression was found

'when the real ratio of the minor to the major axis of the top e1-

lipse was .6. Inter-subject variance was also high at this point.

Regression'sas also highest in those subjects who reported seeing

the objects as tilted, indicating that the introspective reports

had some validity. It can be concluded that some of the ambiguity‘

'was removed from Nelson's experimental conditions Just by the ad-

dition of another ellipse, and that this addition tends to increase

phenomenal regression toward a real object.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT (F THE recount

The concept of constsncy refers to the fact that 'pereephul

objects retain to a greater or lesser degree nomsl appearance in

relative (though not in absolute) independence of the local stimulus

conditions.'1 From one point of view the phenmenon of constancy

is to be differentiated from on illusion. In the case of the

letter the organism is responding to its enviroment as if certain

conditions were extent in it which are in reality not there at ell;

in the case or constancy the organism is responding to conditions

ectuslly present in the enviroment as measured by methods more

objective. In the case of the horisontsl-verticsl illusion, the

organism responds as if the vertical axis were actually longer

than the horizontal axis, heroes in the case of shape constancy

the organism sets as if the perceived object is of s certsin fun

end that object is or epproxinetely that form then measured with

ruler and compass.

The "normality“ of behavior based upon the constancy principle

should not deter on. tron cooking an honest explenation for it, or

from seeing the problems involved in its operation. For, in the

first place, it must be kept in mind that the pettern of sensory

 

1. Warren, 3.0. Dictionary g£ Bygolgg, Houghton mm Co.,

Cambridge, 1934



emulation, supplied on the retina. in the case of visual percep- ,7

tion, varies to a far greater extent for a particular object in

different circustances than does the experienced or phenoneno-

logical object. That is to say that the perceived shape or ferm of

an object persists when from the point of view of geometric optics

a change night he expected. Before proceeding with a further ex-

planation of the medianisms involved in constancy it might be ad-

visable to set the scope of the concept, define its limits of opera-

tion, and formulate a framework within which the entire problem can

be discussed.

is to its scope, then, there are primarily four types of con-

stancy. Thus the persistence of normal hue and brightness under

different illulinatiom is m constancy; the perceptual pre-

servation of shape is £22 gem of magnitude, gig constancy;

and of weight, “21-53! constancy. This thesis will treat only of

£2 const_a_n_cy, and will not assume that constancy is a feature of

all perception nor that all types of constancy are of basically the

same character.

Second, it mt be said that there is a limit of range within

which the constancy principle is seen to operate. There are condi-

tions, not often found in the everyday enviromt of the organism,

which do not lead to a constant perceptual product. Puedowically,

it say be that the study of the extra-constancy ranges, or the

periwery of these ranges, may contribute materially to the ex-

planation of the principle of constancy itself; the reader should

keep in mind that it is this assmption that has underlain the en-

tire undertaldng of this present study.



Third, we lust define a answer}: within which to discuss the

phenomenon of constancy. This includes a gmeralM and the ex-

clusion of certain philosophical and extraneous psychological ques-

tions which almost always arise in the treatment of constancy. The W

question at hand is not tln epistemological problem of the validity

of the relationship between an object and a perceivirg mind. mat

is, we are not here concerned with whether or not the 'iIages' of

perception reflect the "true" nature of things. Rather we are seek-

ing operationally to compare perceptual objects as indicated by the

perceiver's behavior with more objective neasuremnts of the external

object perceived.

Nor are we primarily concerned with the dispute between those

who regard prinary nodes of perceptual response as native to the

individual, a learned through empirical experience. It will be

necessary, however, to distinguish between what is given, in a par-

ticular perceptual situation, non plug the organism and from

outside the organism. That is to say, wrely visual perception of

an object is a function of the relationship between organism-contri-

buted factors and an environmentally given pattern of retinal stin-

lation. The organism-contributed factors are of two types: the

native structure of the organism and past eupirical experience, which

in a sense has become part of the organisnic structure. The present

problem precludes argunent concerning the extent of the native or

of the empirical motors in the perceptual formation.
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The distinction can be made concrete through the use of an ex-

perinental illustration cited by Bartley.1 in observer is situated

in a light-proof row and presented with playing cards illuminated

by a spot light. When the distance of the playirg card is varied

from the observer, the latter nevertheless judges the size of the

card as constant throughout. All that is given on the retina is a

pattern of light; the identity of the size throughout is almost

purely orgadsn-contributed, for if, now, an enlarged playing card

is presented, the organise does not perceive it as of greater size

but rather as closer to hi: in distance as measured by a yardstick.

In such a case, therefore, "constancy" is probably in the nain a

function of the past learning of the individual organism, though

this is not to sq that ;_aJ_.-l_ cases of constancy are directly de-

pendent upon past experience. The important thing to note is that

a given perception involves more than merely the stinflation of

retinal cells.

The illustration also demonstrates that Bartley calls the "an-

2
biguity and equivalence of visual stimuli." He has expressed this

as follows:

For example, a given object may be seen as one kind of geo-

netric pattern -- a plane surface at right angles to the line

of regard, or another shaped figure at some o’dier angle of

orientation to the eye. This lawful possibility of an object

being variously perceived -- seen as one or another of several

objects - is based upon the fact that there are degrees of

freedom in gametry. Viewed from the observer's standpoint

 

l. Bartley, 3.1!. 31%“ inental Ps cholo ,HcGraw«-

Hill Book Co., orr, , pp.

2. Ibid., p. no





some stinmlation is ambiguous. This is not all. A host of

differently shaped objects may be perceived as the same one.

This, too, is an outcome of the gemetry involved in the

situation. That geometry provides for this may be spoken of

as its equivalence.

Thus we see that a given geometric pattern of stimulation on

the retina can lead to a wide variety of perceptual response. More

concretely, an unlimited number of plane objects can subtcnd the

sane visual angles at the eye. See figure I.

FIGURE I

THE PRINCJPIE OF ammo EQUIVALENCEZ

 

The only conclusion to be drawn from this fact is that a percep-

tual outcome is codetermined by both organism-contributed and extra-

orgamsm factors.

 

1e Mley, gene, 1—92.. 9—1—2.

2. Ibide, p. m2



The primary issues arising out of this theory are how and to what

extent perception becomes stable. That. is, perception under ordinary

circumstances does not exhibit the variety of outcome as geometric

equivalence provides in the simple illustration recounted above.

As a general rule it may be stated that as the visual field becomes

more and more structured the perceptual outcome becomes more and more

predictable in terms of this structure. The ways in which the visual

field can be structured (ani as it was done so in this emeriment)

will be taken up below, but since the habitus we have chosen excludes

all but shape constancy it will first be necessary to review relevant

experiments in that area to provide the necessary background and tar-

minolog for our specific problan.

Thouless has provided an equation for expressing the degree of

1
shape constancy. He presented subjects with white, inclined circular

boards and asked them to draw the shape of these visual targets or to

pick out from among a variety of ellipses the one which most closely

represented the inclined circle confronting them.2 It was found that

the drawings representing the shape of the circle are not true cir-

cles nor ellipses determined by the laws of geometrical projection

but rather are compromises between the form of .the circle and the

projected ellipse.3 Thouless called the ratio of the minor axis to

 

l. Thouless, R.H., Phenomenal regression to the real object,

Brits _J_e PSIChO;e, 19313 21’ pe Shh

2. Ibid., pp. 3ho-3h1

3. Ibid., p.3u2



the major axis of the object presented a measurement of the "real"

or ”commonsense" object; the "object" projected on the retina he

called the "stimulus" object; and the drawn object or the chosen

ellipse he called the "phenomenal" object.l These "objects" can be

seen diagramnatically in figure II.

FIGURE II

THOULESS'S "OBJECTS"2

Broken line indicates physical shape of the

object. Solid figure shows its perspective

shape or the stimulus object. Continuous

line shows reproduced or phenomenal object.

 

Thouless represented this tendency for the phenomenal object to

be a compromise between the real object and the stimulus object as

the ”index of phenomenal regression."

 

l. Thouless, R.H., Ibid., p. th

2.
Ibid., p. 31.12



Its equation form is:

, Log P - 108 5
Index of Phenomenal Regre8510n equals Log R - LogMS

 

(where P represents the phenomenal object, 3, the

stimulus object, and R, the real object, in each

case the measurement being the ratio of the minor

to the major axis.)1

It should be noticed here that Thouless also got some paradoxi-

cal results which may be called "negative regression" or "progression."

He presented ellipses of various shapes whose angle of tilt with

respect to the line of regard was zero. Drawings of these ellipses

revealed a slightly smaller minor-major axis ratio than that of the

real object.2 Thouless believed that this phenomenon was in all

probability due to the horizontal-vertical illusion. At any rate

there is no reason to assume that the effect is not present -

though concealed — in all the instances where positive phenomenal

regression is indicated. Thus though the index of phenomenological

regression is significantly positive, it migit be higher if the

factors accounting for "negative regression" were absent. That

"negative regression" takes place in the process of indicating

responses is probable in view of the fact that the method of choos-

ing. ellipses from several prepared ellipses did not lead to

 

l. Thouless, R.H., Ibid., p. 3241;

2. ' Ibid., p. 3u3



"negative regression."1 Table 1 shows the amount of "negative re-

gression” which Thouless's experiment indicated.

TABLE 1

NEGATIVE REGRESSION ACCORDING TO THOUIE352

 

 

 

Minorbmajor axis Tilt with respect ‘Minor-major axis

ratio of real object to line of regard ratio of drawn

object

1000 O .975

.95 0 .93

.70 0 .69

.16 0 .15

025 0 02,45

 

 

It will be seen from Table 1 that "negative regression” was

small (though sometimes significant) and greatest at the extremes,

i.e. when the stimulus approached a circle or a straight line. The

theory that 'negative regression" may be concealed by high positive

regression is not so surprising when we consider the amount of phe-

nomenal regression Thouless discovered with tilted circles. See

Table 2.

 

lo ThOUleSS, Re Ho £02. £3.30

2- .Iae- 2.1.1:.-
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TABLE 2

EXAMPLE (E AMOUNT OF REGRESSION FROM REAL OBJECT

(A CIRCLE 39.75 CM. IN DIAMETER) iT VARI-

OUS ANGLES FROM AN OBSERVER

 

 

Index of Phenomenal Angle A Angle B Angle C

Regression

.57 J46; .hhs

 

Thouless also found that there were significant individual dif-

ferences in connection with the anount of phenomenological regression.

For example, women tend to show a lower degree of regression than

men, i.e. women's "phenomenal responses" tend to be slightly closer

to the stimulus objects, .- x There is little relation be-

tween age and amount of regression, and likewise little (though

statistically significant) difference between intelligence as mea-

sured by Iaq tests and anount of regression. The latter correlation

is negative, indicating that those who tend to score lower on the

I-Q tests also tend to be more constant in their perception.2

Thouless's results show that the retinal image alone is not

responsible for all the characteristics of perception. Constancy

would not be possible if the perceptual object did not differ from

the projected image on the retina, for the same object viewed

 

1. Bartley, S.H., Ibid., p. 170

2. Thouless, R.H., Individual differences in phenomenal

regression, Brit. g. Psychol., 1932,

22. pp- 2314-738"



from various positions or at different angles of tilt gives approx-

im9.tely the same perceptual outcome.1

Sheehan believes that an important distinction must be drawn

in this respect between identifying objects (from various angles)

whose shapes are known from past experience and objects whose shapes

are not known directly from past experience. For example, a table

plate viewed from different angles is identified as of true circular

shape, whereas a plain white disc appears elliptical. In the former

case identity is complete; in the latter case, partial. Sheehan hypo—

thesized that the perceptual process in the case of the plate goes on

at a cortical level, in the case of the disc at a sub-cortical level.2

Nelson3 and Bean11 attempted to draw up experimental conditions

under which the visual field surrounding the real object (always a

circular or elliptical object) would be so undifferentiated that

constancy would be nil, i.e. the index of phenomenological re-

gression would be equal to or near zero. These conditions were

achieved by presenting ellipses of various minor-major axis ratios

 

l. Sheehan, M.R., A study of individual consistency in

phenomenal constancy. Arch. Psychol.,

1938, 2229 PP. 7-3

2. lae- 21.2-

3. Nelson, T.M., The perception of a form in a dark field

as indicated by the observers' drawings.

Unpublished master '8 thesis, Michigan

State College, 1953

h. Haan, E.L., The perception of a form in an undifferen-

tiated field as indicated by the observers'

use of a tiltboard. Unpublished master's

thesis, Michigan State College, 1953
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and at various tilts in a light-proof room, where the total source

of illumination was an ultraviolet light directed on the ellipses,

which were constructed of bent twelve gauge wire coated with fluor-

escent paint. The exact specifications for these experiments can be

found in Hz-lanl or Nelson2 or in part in a later portion of this pa-

per.3

The success of this experimental situation in reducing re-

gression to the zero point rested in the elimination of retinal

cues which might account for constancy. Thus it was necessary to

present targets from a point sufficiently distant from the observers

to eliminate binocular and convergence cues. It was found that the

distance used was sufficient to prevent any differences between

those who were stimulated binocularly and those who were stimulated

h
monocularly. The use of ellipses instead of squares or rectangles

eliminated "perspective” cues. The use of an elliptical ring,

illuminated (by ultraviolet light prevented all textural and shadow

cues, etc. At any rate stimulation under these conditions led to

complete elimination of normal regression whm the drawing method

was used to represent the phenomenal object. This was true no

matter whether or not the object was tilted or upright, nearly cir-

cular or highly elliptical. In all cases the results followed a

definite pattern: the phenomenological object was very close to the

 

1. H3311, Be In , Ibid.

2. Nelson, T.M., Ibid.

3. See ”Apparatus"

1;. Nelson, T.M., Ibid.



stimulus object in shape.1 This might well be expected since in

view of the unstructured field surrounding the real objects, the

real object would be geometrically equivalent to the stimulus object.

That is to say, from the point of view of retinal stimulation the

real objects could be tilted circles, or ellipses tilted at various

angles or upright.

Nelson's work shows more clearly than ever the principle of

geometric equivalence and ambiguity. Obviously perception in every-

day life depends on the construction of the entire visual field.

Eyen the temporal sequence involved in the presentation of several

different shaped ellipses was not sufficient structuring of the

visual field to lead to regression. Nelson and Haan's studies can

be looked upon as accomplishments in the field of perceptual con-

stancy from another point of view, for they have defined the con-

ditions at which there is no constancy and made it possible for

others to work upward from this point, to structure the visual field

by degrees in order to discover the exact stimulus factors account-

ing for constancy. Thus by starting with Nelson am Haan's condi-

tions it should be possible to structure the visual field gradually,

hence reducing the direct contributions of the organism to percep-

tion and increasing the stimulus contribution. The experiment sub-

sequently described is such an attempt to reduce ambiguity very:

slightly according to a set of hypotheses as to the nature of the

effect of structuring of the visual field.

 

1. Nelson, T.M., Ibid



It should not be overlooked that Nelson found the same phenom-

enon of "negative regression" that Thouless did, the amount of this

anomalous regression being high in comparison with Thouless 's fig-

ures. It may be that a highly undifferentiated visual field en-

hances this effect. See table 3.

TABLE3

"NEGATIVE REGRESSION" USING THREE UNTILTED ELLIPSEI

 

 

Ratio of minor Phenomenal object Phenomenal object

 

to major axis of (Group A) (Group B)

real object (Means) (Means)

1. 00 l. 01 . 97

. 80 . 68 . 69

. 60 . 56 . 58

 

Nelson presented many more ellipses than indicated by Table 3.

All the other ellipses were tilted; however, as already seen they

may be considered equivalent to untilted ellipses, and using their

projected dimensions as properties of the real object, it is found

that there is a general pattern of "negative regression".

The results of Thouless's and Nelson's studies in regression

using the drawing method of response and as they relate to the

present inquiry may be summarized as follows:

1. Perceptual shape constancy reveals itself when ellipses

are presented in a highly structured visual field, and

this constancy, which is almost always partial, is best

expressed in terms of the index of phenomenal regression.
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2. The amount of this regression is a function of many fac-

tors, including distance from target; angle of tilt; sex,

age, and intelligence of the observers.

3. There is a type of "negative regression"'which may be

present at all times and is probably a function of the

drawing method of response.

h. Shape constancy fails in a highly unstructured visual

field, in which case the phenomenal object follows the

stimulus object closely;

5. Negative regression appears higher in an unstructured

field than under normal circumstances of stimulation.

****

It has already been stated that one mode of discovering the na-

ture of constancy might be to examine the ranges at which constancy

approaches zero, and by gradually differentiating the visual field

uncover the stimulus factors associated with constancy. Paradoxi-

cally, a more complex field structure leads both to stabilization

of the perceptual and product and at the same time to further ambigu—

ity. In ordinary circumstances of everyday life, however, the field

is generally so structured that either by way of learning or the .

native structure of the organism ambiguity is low and constancy high.

It is only at the border lines between structure and amorphousness

that one is likely to find the perceptual outcome varying greatly

from observer to observer for the same target. The ways in which

stability and ambiguity might be produced when the field is structured

slightly are outlined below for a specific situation using Nelson and

Bean's basic experimental.conditions.

It may be hypothesized, first of all, that there are two primary

types of structuring: l. temporal structuring and 2. spatial struc-

turing. The first type refers to the effect of the sequence in time
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of the presentation of objects possessing a common factor of simi-

larity toward viewing them as identical with respect to that factor,

there being a kind of generalization of similarity. In Nelson's ex-

periment, for example, it might have been anticipated that the vary-

ing targets, all possessing the quality of ellipticity, might be

identified through time in terms of circularity or near circularity

by phenomenally varying their angles of tilt. This, however, was

not the case, as was seen. A further type of temporal structuring

is to have the observer operate a tiltboard (described below under

apparatusl) before drawing ellipses. It was hypothesized that this

type of structuring would provide for more regression.

Spatial structuring is more complicated. It was hypothesized

that by adding another ellipse (located directly below the original,

andhaving a major axis equal to that of the original, and a minor

axis of equal or unequal'size) to the experimental conditions pro-

duced by Nelson and Haan, three types of perceptual process might

raise the regression scores for the original ellipse above zero.

The three types of perceptual process would result in or follow from

seeing the original ellipses as tilted circles, and would be caused
 

by the addition of the bottom ellipse. It was stated above that

slightly structuring an ambiguous field leads to both further ambigu-

ity and further stability. This can now be better explained, for in

terms of phenomenal regression all three types of perceptual end

result would be expected to be the same - namely an increase in

 

1. page 27



regression and the seeing of all tilted circles - 'while in.terms of

the process mediating between the stimulus conditions and the drawn

object -- there would be a high variety. The three types of spatial

factors hypothesized, then, are: 1. simple generalization of simi-

larity, 2. "object formation", and 3. texture effects. These hypo-

theses will be discussed seriatmm as they bear upon the experiment

described beloW.

1. Simple generalization of sindlarityt It might be expected
 

that the presentation of ellipses of different shape in the otherwise

unstructured visual field would lead to equating them in terms of

shape and seeing them different in terms of angle of tilt. Or to

put it another way, similarity of shape and size may in some observers

outweigh similarity in angle of tilt, leading to a greater amount of

phenomenal regression. The common factor of ellipticity is general-

ized to such an extent that all objects are seen as tilted circles.

2. "Object formation." One ellipse presented above another

can ferm, phenomenologically speaking, the top and bottom.respectively

of a cylinder. If the ellipses are of nearly equal size and shape

the phenomenal cylinder would be regular and tilted slightly toward

or away from the observer. If the ellipses are of unequal minor

axes and equal major axes the cylinders would be expected to appear

irregular, e.g., as truncated. See figure III.

'Whether the object formation would be a function of a native

tendency of the organism or of past learning is not here at stake;

it is merely a question of whether or not such fbrmation can.take

place and whether they might lead to increase of the regression scores.
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FIGURE III

THEORETICAL OBJECT FORMATION

FRONT Vtsw: REAL OBJECTS SIDE VIEW: PHENOMENAL OBJECTS

A B c A a c

. . , 5:3:1 r’IIi (/’/l FIIIW

0. 0: Y L/ '/

3. Texture effect. James Gibson has recently proposed a the-
 

ory of depth perception which appears relevant to the present thesis.

Gibson attempts to account for much of the phenomenon of depth per-

ception in tenns of the texture of the visual field, to be described

below. The problem involved is that human beings experience three

dimensions in the visual world while the pattern of light stimula-

tion on the retina is in only two dimensions.:L Gibson has pointed

out that the visual field (i.e., pattern of light stimulation on the

retina) in ordinary circumstances is characterized by an increase

in density cf light stimulation from the top of the retina down to

a point corresponding to the horizon, or in the case of a "ceiling"

extending away from the observer, an increase of density from the

bottom of the retinal image upward toward a point corresponding to

the horizon. These gradients of density become the partial basis for

1. Gibson, J.J., The Perception 9_f_ the Visual World. The

Riverside Press, Cambridge, 1950, pp 77-116
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the experience of the dimension extending away from.the observer.

This may be illustrated diagrammatically as in figures IV and V.

FIGURE IV

DISTANCE PERCEPTION OF THE "FLOOR"1

See accompanying text

 

 

A. B (3 D E F (3

"FLOORu—e H omzo N

FIGURE V

DISTANCE PERCEPTION OF THE ”CEILING"

See accompanying text

"c:-:IL|Nc"-——> HOR|ZON

 

 

 

10 Gibson, J.J., Ibid., p. 82
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The equal or near-equal distances marked off by points A, B, C,

‘gtg. and by points H, I, J, 222, in figures IV and V form a texture

gradient on the retina (R) through focal.point X. This gradient of

density is thought of by Gibson as a possible one fbr distance. Phe-

nomenologically speaking, the observer "keeps" the distance between

the points (A, B, C’.EES°) constant, the retinal density gradient

becoming a distance cue.

The reader will note that the presentation of one ellipse

above another in an otherwise unstructured field forms a kind of

density gradient on the retina of the most simple type. It can be

hypothesized, therefore, that if the major axes are kept equal, and

the top ellipse has a smaller minor axis than.the bottom one,

the top ellipse may be seen as further away from the observer than

the bottom; conversely that if the bottom.ellipse had a smaller

minor axis than the top, it would appear closer, or like a ”ceiling"

extending toward the observer. 'When theeilipses are of equal size

discrepancy in experienced distances should be minimized. Of

course, geometrical equivalence allows for distance discrepancy"

here, too, for stimulus objects located one above the other can be

"interpreted" as one 522:: the other or one behind the other, i.e.,

the top further away from the observer than the bottom; but the

omission of the density cue would be expected to reduce the experi—

ence of discrepancies in distances of the two targets.

If the observer would experience this effect and the experience

is based in part upon the density cues, the phenomenal objects would

have to be tilted circles, for there would be no density gradient if

the "real” objects were not of equal or near-equal size, as reference
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to figures IV and V maces clear. That is to say, the observer "in-

terprets' the density gradient on the retina as meaning similar ob-

jects extended away from.him in space. Once more, the point at

issue is not'whether such a relationship between stimulation and

perceptual outcome is native or learned, but merely that such a re-

lationship may lead to constancy as indicated by drawings and the

index of phenomenal regression. It may be hypothesized, of course,

that experience of tilting would cause the texture-distance effect,

and not vice versa. This may or'may'not be the case.
 

It should also be noted that the "distance discrepancy” effect

would probably be minimized in any'case by the identity'of the size

of the major axes of the top and bottom targets. If the top actu-

ally were further away, for example, its major axis would be "ex-

pected" by an observer to be smaller than that of the bottom ellipse,

if the ellipses are to be completely equated by the observers for

size. But the major axes are the same in the following experiment,

a factor which would be expected to outweigh the textural—gradient

effect in certain instances and minimize the experience of distance

discrepancy.

From.the foregoing account a set of definite hypotheses can be

formulated:

1. that experience with the tiltboard1 prior to drawing

would increase the experience of seeing the ellipses

tilted, even when drawings are used later to indicate

shape;

1. See "Apparatus"
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2. that the addition of an ellipse directly below the ori-

ginal ellipse (otherwise using the Nelson-Haan stimulus

conditions) might lead to:

A. the seeing of tilt;

B. the perceptual.formation of three-dimensional

objects like cylinders;

C. the seeing of ellipsis as extended toward or

away from the observer in.space, i.e., as

located at different distances away from the

observer, possibly as lying on a plane extend-

ing away from the observer;

3. that regression be a result of or concommitant'with (1)

and (2) and that in view of the high ambiguity of the

visual field this regression be small.and not ubiquitous,

though greater for the top object than in Nelson's experi—

ment where only one ellipse was presented at one time.
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II. SUBJECTS

Thirtybtwo subjects were used in the experiment, one-half of

whom were male, and half of whom were female. The writer presented

the visual targets to the male subjects, another experimenter pre-

senting them to the female subjects. The subjects varied from the

age of 18 to the age of 25. All of the male subjects were under-

graduate students at Michigan State College. The female subjects

were, in the main, students"wives and undergraduate students. All

subjects were considered experimentally naive, both as to the spe-

cific nature of this experiment and to the concept of and the

methods of investigation in shape constancy.



III. APPARATUS

The experiment was performed in two adjoining light-proof rooms.

The rooms were connected by an aperture fourteen inches by twenty-

eight inches located at an eye level to the subjects, who were seated

at a table 13 feet, seven inches from this aperture. A plywood box,

referred to by Nelson and Haanl as the "stage", which measured ’46

inches long, 30 inches wide, and 35 inches high, was attached to the

wall dividing the rooms, and surrounded the aperture. The rear

panel of the stage contained two openings, each seven inches square,

the bottom of one exactly one inch above the top of the other. The

targets were placed into these openings for presentation. The dis-

tance from the observer 's eye to the targets was, therefore, 17 feet,

five inches, approximately.

A General Electric CH-b, ultraviolet lamp, including its access-

ory parts (screw base socket, transformer, and a special filter

which eliminated the fractional percentage of white light emitted

by the source), was mounted above the aperture and inside the stage.

This lamp was beamed onto the target area. All surfaces inside of

the stage except the targets thenselves were painted flat black to

absorb any white light from the ultra-violet lamp or reflected white

light caused by any foreign matter present in the fluorescent paint

 

1. Nelson, T.M., Ibid.



with which the targets were covered. The aperture was covered'with

a dark cloth curtain which the experimenter was able to part when

the targets were presented or to close between presentations.

Five targets were presented to the subjects in five different

combination pairs. The targets were formed of twelve gauge wire

bent into the shape of ellipses, and described best in terms of the

sizes of their major and minor axes. See table h.

TABLE 1;

DESCRIPTION OF TARGETS IN TEENS OF DIMENSIONS

 

 

Target Number ‘Major axis 'Minor axis Ratio of

in inches in inches minor to

 

major axis

1. S 2 .h

2. S 2 .1;

3. 5 h .8

h. S 1.5 .3

50 5 3 .6

 

 

TABLE 5

TARGET COMBINATIONS PRESENTED

 

 

Target Situation

A

B

Combination of targets

ee
l}
.-

0 C
D

H
I
:
—

a
l
e
.

a
t
.
H
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The targets were presented only in the combinations listed in

table 5. In subsequent discussion of the experiment these letters

alone will be used to represent the target situations.

All targets used were painted with commercial fluorescent paint

and were mounted on seven-inch square plywood boards which excluded

all light from outside the stage when fitted into the two rear-

panel apertures to form the target situations. All the ellipses

were mounted so that their major axes lay in a true horizontal

plane and their minor axes in a true vertical plane with respect to

the observer '3 line of vision. That is to say that none of the el-

lipses was actually tilted toward or away from the observers.

To indicate the subjects' representation of the plane at which

he perceived the targets to lie, a tiltboard ten and 1/2 by seven

inches was connected coaxially with a 120 volt Variac to represent

the perceived angle of tilt of the targets. The exact specifica-

tions of this apparatus can be found in Hash; or Nelson.2

Above the observer a 25 watt red photographer's bulb was sus-

pended to give the observer the necessary illumination for drawing

and fbr operation of the tiltboard. A diagrammatic representation

of the experimental situation can be seen in figure V—a.

 

l. Haan, Es Le, Ibid.

2. Nelson, T.M., Ibid.
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IV. PROCEDURE

One half of the male subjects and one half of the female sub-

jects indicated their responses with the tiltboard first and by

drawing later; the other subjects followed a reverse order. Table 6

shows the general experimental pattern.

TABLE 6

ORDER OF MODES OF PERCEPTUAL EXPRESSION

FOR THIRTY—TWO OBSERVERS

 

 

Experimenter Observer's No. of subjects No. of subjects

 

sex in tilt-drawing in drawing-tilt

order order

I male 8 8

II female 8 8

Totals 16 16 32

 

 

When the order was drawing-tilt, the subject was presented at

the beginning of the experimental situation with the following in-

structions, which were read by the experimenter:

I am going to preselt to you certain targets which you are to

look at. Each time I present a target, as soon as I pull the

curtain open, look at the target ard draw on this paper the top

figure of the target. After making a drawing with which you—

are satisfied as being representative of the tap figure, signal
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on this key that you are through and llll.present the next

target.1 Take one paper at a time. Make one drawing on each

paper. Make a pile so that the papers are in the order that

you draw the targets. After each drawing put the number of

that drawing in the upper right hand corner of the paper.

After each five drawings buzz twice. If you make a mistake

in a drawing throw that sheet on the floor and start over on

a new sheet.

At the completion of the drawing session the experimenter read the

following directions to the subject:

This time there will be no drawings. Adjust this handle in

such a way that the attached board will express your sensa-

tion about the top figure. Buzz when you are finished with

each adjustmentT—-Buzz twice after every fifth adjustment.

'When the order of presentation was tilt—drawing the experimenter read

the following instructions:

I am going to present to you certain targets which you are

to look at. Each time I present a target, as soon as I pull

the curtain open, look at the target and adjust this handle

in such a way that the attached board will express your sen-

sation about the Egg figure of the target. Buzz when.you

are finished with each adjustment. Buzz twice after every

fifth adjustment.

Following the tiltboard session the subjects were given drawing in-

structions identical to those given to the subjects who followed the

drawing-tiltboard sequence. If an observer was confused concerning

the instructions, the experimenter attempted to clarify them, but in

every case'was very cautious not to give any indication of the true

nature of the stimulus nor to reveal the actual rationale of the ex-

periment.

After all the target situations had been presented to a subject,

he was presented with the following questions and asked to clarify

 

1. This key was connected with an electric buzzer which could

be heard by the experimenter and the subject



and elaborate upon his answers. The experimenters made every at-

tempt not to bias the observer's answers:

1. How far away did the top target appear to you?

2. How far away did the bottom target appear to you?

3. How far away were both targets when you think of them as

composing one target?

h. Did it, or did it not, appear to you that one target, in

a given situation, was closer or farther away than the

other target?

5. Did you, or did you not, see any difference in the size

of the two targets in any given situation?

6. Did you, or did you not, have the experience of both tar-

gets in a given presentation forming an object of some

kind?

Questions one through four were attempts to ascertain whether

or not the subjects saw one target as more distant than another in

any of the target situations. Question five was formulated to find

out whether or not a subject perceived "object formation," between

the two targets presented. Subjects were encouraged to report any

sensations or perception they had had during the observational

session, and these reports as well as the answers to the questions

were recorded.

Each target situation was presented twenty times to each sub-

ject, ten times in the drawing phase and ten times in the tiltboard

phase. Since there were five target situations, this makes a total

of one hundred presentations for each subject. The order of presenta-

tion of the targets was exactly the same in the tiltboard session as

it was in the drawing board session. The order within each series

of five situations was random to prevent anticipation of the target.

During the drawing session the tiltboard was kept out of sight

to prevent any suggestion of the stimulus nature from that source.



Sheets of plain white paper 5 and 1/2 inches by 8 and 1/2 inches

‘were accessible to the subjects to record their perceptions during

the drawing session.

TABLE 7

ORDER OF TARGEE PRESENTATIONS

 

 

1. s 6. D 11. B 16. E 21. D

2. B 7. E 12. A 17. c 22. A

3. A 8. B 13. c 18. A 23. 0

’40 C 9. C 11.10 E 19. B 2110 E

5. D 10. A 15. D 20. D 25. B

26. B 31. A 36. c hl. E A6. 0

27. A 32. E 37. A D2. A h7. s

28. D 33. B 38. D D3. D A8. B

29. E 3h. D 39. B Ah. 0 A9. A

30. c 35. 0 ho. E hs. B 50. D

 

 

After the presentation of a given target situation the curtain

covering the aperture was closed while the experimenter changed the

target situation. The sound of the buzzer was the experimenter's

cue to close the curtain, no time limit being imposed upon the

subject.

The major and minor axes of all the drawings were measured by’

the experimenters and the ratio of the minor axis to the major axis

calculated.



V. RESULTS

Since discovering how an observer perceived a target combina-

tion is dependent in part upon his introspective reports at the end

of the experimental session, the results based upon.those reports cane

not be expected to reflect more accuracy'and inclusiveness than the

observers! memory and honesty allmw. Subjects were in the main able

to recall the general pattern of their experiences but often failed

to give detailed accounts corresponding to the specific target come

binations which had been presented to them.

Out of a total.of 32 observers only two women reported experi-

encing the objects as tilted circles (always or frequently) whereas

eight men reported the experience always or frequently. This differ-

ence is significant, using the Chi Square statistic (and employing

Yate's method of correction) above the one per cent level of confi-

dence. The difference is similar to the one Thouless found, the

‘women's perception following the true character of the real object

more closely than the men's. It is difficult to assay, however,

whether or not this difference may be due, in part at least, to the

fact that all the men were college students and part of the women ob-

servers not.

In general a subject saw tilt all the way through the experi-

mental session or not at all. There were, however, a few instances

in which observers reported seeing only some of the objects tilted

or of changing their perception during the course of the experiment

from.tilt to non-tilt and vice versa. The fact that the majority of



the subjects did not see the objects as tilted indicates that the

field was not so structured as to remove a great degree of ambiguity.

Out of the 32 subjects four men and six women reported seeing

distance discrepancies sometimes or always between the two targets

of a given combination as over against those who reported seeing it

never or very'infrequentlyt Several subjects reported that they saw

the effect only when the top target had a smaller minor axis than the

bottom target, the top target appearing as further away than the

bottom. Some observers, correspondingly, reported that the top tar-

get appeared closer when its minor axis was longer than that of the

bottom target. No observer reported that he saw the top target

closer when its minor axis was shorter or the bottom.target more dis-

tant when its minor axis was longer. The distance discrepancy ef-

fect seemed to be least when the top and bottom targets were identi-

cal. All these facts are in line with the "texture" theory outlined

above. Moreover, the effect is small and not ubiquitous as predicted.

Six men and two women always or almost always experienced the

formation of cylinderblike objects between the two targets. USing

the Chi Square statistic and Yate's correction factor this difference

is significant above the one per cent level of confidence and suggests

a correlation between sex and experience of object formation. Some

of the subjects were able to recall and express the exact appearance

of the phenomenal cylinder, e.g., in which direction it was tilted

and how it was truncated for a given target combination. In general

similarity of size and shape of the two targets favored this kind of

phenomenal object formation.



As might be expected, there are significant relationships between

the reports of seeing the objects tilted and seeing them fonming ob-

jects and between experiencing tilt and seeing distance discrepancy.

These relationships are significant at the one per cent and two per

cent levels of confidence respectively, using Chi Square. This cor-

responds to the hypothesis that the experience of seeing the targets

tilted is related to the seeing of distance discrepancies or the for-

mation of objects. It may also be that in the very rare cases where

subjects reported experiencing distance discrepancy or object forma-

tion and did not report seeing tilt, they were not explicitly "aware”

of tilt but were nevertheless reacting unconsciously as if the targets

were tilted.

All.the remaining statistical.comparisons are in terms of mea-

surements of the drawings of the top targets made by the observers.

The minor and major axes of each drawing were measured and the ratio

of the former to the latter taken as a measure of the phenomenal

object. Since each target combination was presented ten times, the

average ratio of each set of ten ratios was taken.as the phenomenal

object for a given observer and a given.target. Table 8 shows the

mean reading for each target and each subject.



TABLE 8

MEANS OF TEN READMGS FOR THIRTY-TWO SUBJECTS

- AND FIVE TARGETS A

 

 

Target No. A B" ' C. D E

Real ratios .h/.8 oB/oh 03/06 .6/.3 oh/oh

 

SUbJeCt N00

1. .hoz .765 .329 .652 .h18

2. 0336 ' .728 0270 0610 0370

3. .368 .996 .310 .820 .385

u. .816 .7h5 .358 .689 .u08

5. .276 .705 .218 .686 .280

6. .336 .681 .258 .555 .357

7. .3h9 .768 .298 .608 .326

8. .355 .806 .328 .739 .372

9. .803 .717 .303 .601 .360

10. .336 .717 ' .315 .587 .339

11. .300 .713 .256 .720 .259

12. .299 .727 .267 .717 .307

13. .309 .69u .267 .618 .316

lb. .336 .597 .267 .h96 .321

15. .285 .659 .267 .571 .303

16. .25A .626 .236 .5h7 .267

17. .319 .8h2 .302 .733 .380

18. .382 .7b9 .286 .67h .309

19. .320 .677 .280 .571 .336

20. .317 .737 .301 .6116 .310

21. .3h8 .78h .28h .638 .335

22. .330 .762 .271 .688 .321

23. .310 .605 .263 .h95 .313

2b. .u12 .812 .370 .728 .817

25. .258 '06h6 .2h9 ohBO .256

26. 0382 o75h oBOh .0630 0380

27. .309 .628 .306 .551 .338

28. .328 .872 .260 .656 .320

29. .387 .659 .385 .56A .386

30. . 303 .768 .272 .655 .309

31. .2A5 .656 .227 .507 .285

.3uo .699 .326 .61h .351. 32.
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Table 8 is provided to give the reader a concrete picture of the

general patterns of perceptual response. Subjects one through eight

were male observers following the experimental.order tilt-drawing;

subjects nine through sixteen were male observers.following the op-

posite order, while subjects 17 through 32 were female observers,

the first half of whom followed the order tilt-drawing.

The mean of the mean ratios in table 8 can be seen below in

table 9. This table shows that there is a significant amount of

"negative regression" on target combinations A, B, and E at the one

per cent level of confidence. This is not surprising in view of the

fact that Nelson found a correspondingly high amount of it when one

target alone was presented. On target D where the ratio of the minor

to the major axis of the top target was .6, there is a tendency

toward positive regression. However, this difference is not signifi-

cant at any high level of confidence. It should be kept in mind that

any phenomenal ratio which is significantly higher than a real ratio

represents regression. It should also be remembered that all the way

through this experiment the real object ratio may be taken as equal

to the stimulus object ratio. Regression, then, is marked by any

phenomenal ratio greater than the real ratio or the stimulus ratio,

and "negative regression" any phenomenal ratio less than the real or

'stimulus ratio.

'When the average of the means for all the targets are taken for

the men's drawing ratios as over against the women's scores, approxi-

mately the same differences are seen as when all measures are com-

bined. The men's measurements generally show slightly more positive

regression on target D and slightly less negative regression than the



women on the other targets. This difference is small, however, and

not significant. The direction of difference, however, is in line

with Thouless's sex differences as well as the differences shown

above using the Chi Square statistic.

TABLE 9

AVERAGE OF MEANS OF ALL DRAWING RATIOS FOR 32 SUBJECTS

COMPARED WITH REAL RATIOS

 

A H

Target No. A B C D E

Real ratios

of top target .h .8 .3 .6 .h

 

Average phenom-

 
 

 

enal ratio .3319 07265 02872 06250 o33h2

Standard error

0f the mean 00079 oOlhé oOlhB oOlhB 00073

Phenomenal ratio

minus real ratio -.0781 -.0835 -.0128 .0250 -.0073

t ratio testing .

null hypothesis ' 9.89 5.72 < 1 1.75 9.01

TABLE 10

MEN COMPARED WITH WOMEN ON ALL TARGETS

 

 

Targets A ‘B ' ‘0 D E

Male .3350 o727h 02839 t 06360 '03368

Female .3286 .7256 .290h .61h0 .3316

Difference . 006).; . 0018 . 0065 . 0220 . 0052
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‘When the measurements are divided according to the order of the

observers in the experimental session, namely those who operated the

tiltboard first and drew the objects second and vice versa, some in-
 

teresting differences appear.

TABLE 11

AVERAGE OF MEANS FOR ALL SUBJECTS WHOSE ORDER WAS TILT-

DRAWING. C(MPARISON WITH REAL RATIO (F TOP TARGET

 

 

Targets A B 0 D E

 

Real ratios ,

of top target .h .8 .3 .6 .h

 

Average phenom-

ena]. ra1310 c 31485 c 7576 o 2912 o 6558 0 3,498

Standard error

Of mean 0 0098 0 021,4 0 0091.]. o 0200 \ 0 010,4

Phenomenal ratio

minus real ratio -.0615 -.0h2h -.0088 .0558 -.0502

t ratio testing

null hypothesis 6.28 -- --— 2.79 b.83  
 



TABLE 12

AVERAGE 08 MEANS FOR ALL SUBJECTS WHOSE ORDER WAS

DRAWING-TILT. COMPARISON‘WITH REAL RATIO OF TOP TARGET

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

Targets A B C D E

Real ratios

of top target .h .8 .3 .6 .h

Average phenom-

enal ratio .3152 .695h .2792 .59h2 .3186

Standard error

Of mean 0 0.1.30 0 0168 0 0081.1 0 0180 o 0100

Phenomenal ratio

minus real ratio -.08h8 -.th6 -.0208 -.0056 -.081h

t ratio testing

null hypothesis 6.52 6.23 2.h8 --- 8.1h

TABLE 13

COMPARISON OF TILT-DRAWING ORDER‘WITH DRAWING—TILT ORDER

Targets A B C D E

Real ratios

01" top target all 08 03 06 oh

Tilt-Drawing

order .3h85 .7576 .2912 .6558 .3h98

Drawing-Tilt

order 0 3152 0 6951‘- o 2792 c 59112 c 3186

Difference .0333 .0822 .0120 .0616 .0312

8 Standard er- .

ror Of dif. 00613 00272 00126 00269 001142

t ratio testing

null hypothesis 2.01; 3.02 < l 2.29 2.13 
 

 



Tables 11, 12 and 13 show that the tilt-drawing order favors

regression. Table 11 shows that there is a significant amount of re—

gression on Target combination D. USing Thouless's formula for the

index of phenomenal regression, the average absolute degree of re-

gression for subjects in the order tilt-drawing is .17h. Targets A

and E show a significant.amount of "negative regression" for that

order. Table 12 indicates that the order drawing-tilt does not favor

regression, Targets A, B, and E showing "negative regression" at the

one per cent level of confidence and Target C “negative regression?

at the five per cent level of confidence. Table 13 shows that the

order tilt-drawing yields higher phenomenal ratios on.all targets

except Target C. The difference in the case of Target B is signifi-

cant at the one per cent level of confidence, while in the case of

Targets A, D, and E, the differences are significant at or above

the five per cent level of confidence. These data indicate that

the visual field is structured to some degree by the use of the tilt-

board before drawing. It will be noticed by the reader, however, that

no subject was ever told that the objects were tilted. Many'subjects

who used the tiltboard did not report seeing the objects as tilted.

On the contrary several of the subjects reported tilting the board

in order to show the gig: of the top target and not its angle of

inclination.

.At first glance the differences corresponding to the orders of

perceptual expression.on Targets A, B, and E:may appear anomalous.

The question arises, why does the group whose order is tilt—drawing

show a significantly higher mean phenomenal ratio for those targets

than that of the group following the other order, yet does not show



significant regression when compared with the real stimulus ratio?

In all probability this is because of the concealed influence of

"negative regression" spoken of above. This leads to a serious

methodological problem. For the high "negative regression" is very

likely concealing some positive regression for Targets A, B, and E,

where the order is tilt-drawing. There is, however, no other way of

testing this assumption using the data collected. Certainly this

points to a need of studying the phenomenon of negative regression.

The hypothesis that the horizontal-vertical illusion underlies it is

ingenuous at best. This author's opinion is that it is probably due

to a motor factor, since it seems easier to 252! in a horizontal di-

rection than in a vertical direction.

Because of the differences apparently due to experimental order

and the slight differences due to sex, it was deemed necessary to

explore the possibility that the combined variables may provide

greater differences.

Women in the order tilt-drawing showed no positive regression

on any target combinations except a small insignificant amount on

Target D. There was significant "negative regression“ on target com-

binations A and E, at the one per cent level of confidence. Men in

the order drawing-tilt and women in the order drawing-tilt both

showed no positive regression and much "negative regression” on

several targets. Men in the order tilt-drawing, however, showed

signs of regression (at about the five per cent level of confidence)

on Target D. The average amount of regression using Thouless's for-

mula was .201.
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There were no significant differences bemeen men in the order

tilt-drawing and women in the same order. The slight differences

were always in favor of the male observers, however. Nor were there

any significant differences between female subjects whose experi-

mental order was drawing-tilt and male subjects whose order was the

same, the differences not even taking any particular directionality.

Men in the order tilt-drawing showed a significantly (at the five

per cent level of confidence) higher average ratio for Targets A and

D than did women in the order drawing-tilt. There were no signifi-

cant differences between men in the order drawing-tilt and women in

the order tilt-drawing, but the latter conditions showed a direction-

ality in favor of higher scores for the women. These comparisons

suggest that the experimental order is a more important factor than

the sex of the observer, though there was a trend for men to show

higher regression scores than women. This is doubtless to be ex-

pected in line with the above significant Chi Square ratios.

It must be kept in mind that one can be sure of regression only

when the ratio of the minor to the major axis of the phenomenal ob-

ject is greater than that of the real or the stimulus object. This

was seen to be the case only with Target D and only then under spe-

cific circumstances. However, if the theory that “negative regression"

factors can conceal true "positive” regression, the comparisons be-

tween sex and order can be taken as indicating regression even when

in tenns of "absolute" regression from the stimulus object toward a

circle none is apparent, or to put it another way, even when the phe-

nomenal ratio is not significantly higher than the stimulus ratio.



 



In terms of individual observers' phenomenal ratios there are

many instances of significant regression at high levels of confidence

both in a negative and in a positive direction. Positive regression

‘was especially frequent on Target D, 13 of the subjects having a

statistically higher (in most cases at the one per cent level of

confidence) phenomenal mean ratio than the stimulus ratio of the

top target. The stimulus ratio of the top target of Target combi-

nation D was .6. 'Where the stimulus ratio corresponding to the top

target was .h (Targets A and E) there were 22 instances of indivi-

dual positive regression. 'Where this ratio was .8 (Target combina-

tion B), there were only two instances of regression, and when it

was .3 (Target C) there were five instances of regression. This

data together with that where the measures are combined indicate

that regression is greatest when the stimulus ratio is .6 and least

at extremes away from.it until the ratio is down to .3 where there

is slightly more. In.view of the fact that Nelson found no in-

stances of regression at all, this indicates that the visual field

has been sufficiently structured by the addition of one ellipse

to cause it. This regression is probably due mainly to the previous

experience with the tiltboard, but not exclusively since seven of the

instances of significant individual regression out of a total of

twenty instances were those corresponding to the order drawing-tilt.

A direct comparison between.phenomenal ratios corresponding to

Target combinations A and E, where the stimulus ratios of the top

target were identical but of the bottom target different, shows

very small differences, all the way through. This is not to be

interpreted necessarily as implying that the bottom targets therefore



had no influence in the perception of the top targets, for whatever

influence they may have exerted was probably in the same direction.

A comparison of inter-subject variance corresponding to the

five Target combinations shows that variance was generally highest

when the real ratio of the top target was high and lowest when.the

real ratio of the top target was low. In other words, there was more

inter-subject "agreement" when the real or stimulus ratio was lower.

These differences are generally significant, even when broken down

according to sex and order, using Fischer's F test for the reli-

ability of differences in variance.

'When the measures of those who reported experiencing tilt al-

ways or almost always are compared with those of the observers who

reported never or very infrequently experiencing tilt, some inter-

esting relationships appear. See tables lb and 15.

TABLElb.

REGRESSION IN SUBJECTS REPORTING EXPERIENCE OF TILT

Target A B C D E

 

Real ratio all. 08 .3 06 all.

 

Average phenom-

enal ratio .3hhb .77h5 .29h5 .6788 .3h9h

Standard error .0129 .032h .Ollh .0239 .Ol6h

Phenomenal ratio

minus real ratio -.0556 -.0255 -.0055 .0788 -.0506

t ratio testing

full]. hyPOthESis 11.031 """ ‘"'"‘" 3.29 3009 
 



TABLE 15

REGRESSION IN SUBJECTS REPORTING NO EXPERIENCE OF TILT

 

Target A B C D E

 

Real Ratio 011 08 03 06 01.].

Average phenom-

ena]. ratio .3263 07050 .2838 06008 .3293

Standard error .0096 .OlhO .0075 .0155 .0081

Phenomenal ratio

minus real ratio -.0737 -.0950 -.0162 .0008 -.0727

t ratio testing

null hypothesis 7.68 6.79 2.16 -- 8.98

 

 

The average of the means of the drawing ratios of those who re-

ported experiencing tilt was in the case of Target combination D

significantly higher than the ratio of the stimulus or real object.

In terms of Thouless's formula the average amount of regression was,

therefore, .2h2. The means corresponding to Target combinations A

and E show significant "negative regression" at the one and five per

cent levels of confidence respectively. There was no significant

regression in either positive or negative directions corresponding

to Target combinations B and C.

The average of the means of the drawing ratios of those who re-

ported no experience of tilt was significantly lower than the stimulus

ratio corresponding to Target combinations A, B, C, and E, in the case

of'Target C at the five per cent level, in the other cases at the



one per cent level of confidence. ‘With Target D there was an almost

perfect equality between the stimulus ratio and average of the phe-

nomenal.means.

'When comparisons are made directly between the two groups it is

found that the averages of the phenomenal means were higher in each

instance in the case of the group who reported experience of tilt.

This difference is significant (just below the one per cent level of

confidence) only in the case of Target D.

These comparisons indicate that there is at least some positive

relationship between seeing tilt and regression scores, and that

introspective reports in this experiment had some reliability. They

also corroborate the findings above that the stimulus ratio of .6 is

most favorable to regression of all the targets used. It is diffi-

cult to account for this fact. It may be that "negative regression?

is least at this point, or that positive regression is here greatest.



VI. SUHMARY

Presenting two ellipses, one above the other, in a dark, un-

differentiated visual field to 32 subjects, who reported their ex-

periences by drawings, led to the following conclusions:

1.

2.

3.

There was a significant relationship between sex and

the report of seeing tilted circles, more men reporting

the effect than women.

‘A similar relationship was found between sex and the

perceptual formation of cylinder-like objects.

There was a tendency for those observers who saw tilt

also to see distance discrepancy of the targets and

object formation.

Regression toward a real object as indicated by draw-

ing the top target was far less than Thouless found

'when the real object was placed in.a highly structured

field. However, there was some indication of re-

gression, the phenomenal objects tending to be drawn

as relatively larger in the vertical direction than

those drawn under the Nelson-Haan experimental condi-

tions.

This regression was particularly prominent among those

observers who reported the experience of tilt. Re—

gression was also most frequent when the real ratio of

the minor to the major axis of the top target was .6.
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6. The experimental order tilt—drawing was more favorable

to regression than the opposite order.

7. male observers showed more tendency to regression than

female observers.

8. A large amount of "negative regression” was found. In

all probability this concealed the true amount of re-

gression toward the real object and points to the need

of investigation of this phenomenon and of its control

in further regression experiments of this type.



1.

2.

3.

7.

8.

10.
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